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EARL E. ZETTERHOLM

I

T IS READILY acknowledged b y almost
everyone that there are diHerences of
opinjon on doctrinal matters in Reformed
circles. One such difference concerns the
Sovereignty of God. In the Christian Reform ed Church Dr. James Daane has for
some years been dealing with various
phases of this precious truth. The reader
may note particularly Daane's articles JIl
the Reformed l oumal of September 1953
through February 1954; his book, A Th eology of Grace, and his articles in the Calvin
Forum for April and May of 1955. Says
Daane, "An too often we have thought in
order to maintain the Sovereignty of God,
we must think of the will of God as that
which in the self-same manner wills sin and
righteousness, reprobation and election,
damnation and salvation. All too often we
have built on the erroneous presupposition
that everything that happens is willed. by
God in the same sense as anything else
that happens" (Ref. Jour., Nov. 1953, p. 10.
Italics by E.Z. ). Daane is also d isturbed by
what he calls the principle of "the equal
ultimacy of election and reprobation,'"
wrucll principle he defines as "The principle that God is as much interested in the
damnation of the reprobate as in the salvation of the elect" (A Theology of Grace, p.
25). Such statements might indeed not
arouse too great concern if it were not for
what Daane seems to mean by God's willing sin and righteousness, reprobation and
election, damnation and salvation in a
di!/ere'lt manner; by the une qual ultimacy
of reprobation and election; and by the fa ct
God wills some events diHerently from
the way he wills other events.

Just what difference Daane means to introduce into the will of God in respect to
sin and righteousness, or reprobation and
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election, or damnation and salvation, is
made somewhat clear to us by another
quotation from hi s book: "Van Til has
defined possibility as that which is coextensive with the counsel of God. Thus in
this conception there are no real possibilities except those which already are or shall
b e actualized. Van Til regards it as inconceivable that the counsel of God should
include genuine possibilities that do not
become actualities in history. Such a conception of possibili ty is sheer detelminism
and cannot be reconciled with the traditionally held position that Adam was crea ted with the freedom not to sin. Nor does
the Bible speak as though alI unactualized
possibilities are tUlreal and non-existent
possibilities. Jesus in Gethsemane did not
act on the principle that there are no possibilities but those which are in fact actualized. Cf. also Paul's statement in I Corinthians 2:7, 8, '\Ve speak God's wisdom in
a mystery .
which God foreordained
before the worlds unto our glory: which
none of the rulers of this world hath
known: for had they known it, they would
not have crUcified the Lord of Glory:»
( Daane's italics.)
Thus we see at the outset that Daane is
dissatisfied with Van Til's conception of
what can or cannot take place. Because
Van Til contends that God's counsel and
God's providence arc mutually exhaustive,
that in the counsel of God there are no unactualized possibilities, he is a sheer determinist. To Daane it is definitely conceivable "that the counsel of Cod should include genuine possibilities ·that do not become actualities in history.... Moreover, it
is conceivable to him because he thinks
that is what the Bible tc<'\ches. He cites
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Th e PW(lI'$ of Oflr Church

VI

CALVIN
COLLEGE
and
SEMINARY
R. B. KUIPER

T

HAT CALVIN COLLECE and Sem·
inary have served, and are serving, as
pillars of the Christian Reformed Ch w ch
~ I y be questioned. The following
can han
simple facts may suffice as evidence. Nearly
all the men who now constitute the ministry of the Christian Reform(..-d Church
were educated at Calvin College and Seminary; the gre.1.t majority of present teachers
at Calvin College are themselves products
of Calvin College, several of them also of
Calvin Seminary; and with few exceptions
the p resent members of the Seminary faculty arc graduates of both Calvin College
and Ca lvin Seminary. Besides, numerous
graduates of Calvin College are serving
OUf church in other positions of leadership,
notably as teachers in Christian grade and
high schools.
Yet the facts just named 00 not in themselves indicate how well Calvin College
and Seminary have to date served the
Christian Heformcd Church as pillars, nor
do they give promise that Calvin College
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and Seminary witl serve the Christian Reformed Church well as pillars in time to
come. \~ ' ith
those aspects of the matter
this article proposes to deal. I n other
words, it will attempt an evaluation of
Calvin College and Seminary as pillars of
the Clu istian Reformed Church and to
offer suggestions as to how they may serve
effectively in that capacity. The limitations
of space do not permit that to be done exhaustively; but may the evaluation be fair,
the su ggestions both pertinent and constructive.

I.

Retrospect

A Neceuary Twofold Emphasis
Among the emphases which the Christian Reformed Church has the right to
expect of its schools, two loom very large.
They are learning or scholarship and orthodoxy or loyalty to the 'Word of God.
And these two must go hand in hand.
Never may they be d ivorced .
There is the story of the American who
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was spending a week end in London, Eng.
land. On Sunday he heard two famous
preachers: CharJes Haddon Spurgeon and
Joseph Parker. On the way to his hotel
after the evening service he remarked to
himself that he had that day heard two
weB organized and eloquently delivered
theological discourses, but had received
little or no food for his soul. Just then his
attention was arrested by an outdoor crowd
being harangued by a speaker. On coming
within hearing distance, he caught the
words: ''I've never been to college, but I
have been to Calvary." That was music to
our anti-intellectual countryman. It stilled
his soul's hunger. To be sure, if one had to
choose between a preacher who has been
only to college and not to Calvary and one
who has been only to Calvary and not to
college, the choice should not be difficul t.
The latter should receive unqualified preference. But ordinarily there is no good
reason why a prospective preacher should
not go to both college and Calvary. In fact,
he ought by all means to go to both. And
that holds not only for ministerial students,
but for all other students as well . They
need both learning and Christianity. More
precisely, they need Christian learning.
Insistence on Orthodoxy

As the Christian Reform ed Chwch cele·
brates its centennial, it rates as one of the
most orthodox churches on this continent
not only, but in the worJd. For good reason
a recent history of that chwch was sub·
titled A Study ill Orthodoxy. II the ques·
tion should be asked whether the church
has kept its schools orthodox or its schools
have kept the church orthodox, the answer
would likely have to be that both are true.
How well the writer recalls the infra·
supra controversy in our chwch. It ex·
tended over several decades and not infrequ ently waxed warm. Only when it
became clear that neither position is un·
orthodox did that controversy subside. But
let no one suppose that it died out for
paucity of interest in doctrine and lack of
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zeal for sound doctrine. The controversy
itself was evidence of such interest and
zeal, and they persisted after the controversy was concluded.
Came the Bultema case. The teaching of
the Muskegon pastor was condemned by
the Synod of 1918 not, as has often been
said , because of its premilIennial character
as such. There have been other premillen·
arians in the Christian Reformed ministry,
but not one of them was brought to trial
for heresy. The Reverend Mr. Bultema
was a dispensationalist. He denied the
unity of the church of the old and new
dispensations as well as the kingship of
Christ over the church. On those two
points he contradicted the Word of God
as interpreted in the Forms of Unity.
The early twenties brought another doct rinal issue to the fore. Dr. Ralph Janssen,
Professor of Old Testament in Calvin Sem·
inary, was said by his colleagues to have
been influenced unduly by the higher critic·
ism. Unfortunately that matter was never
t hreshed out thoroughly. Although several
of our ablest ministers inclined to the opinion that the professor could be defended,
he refused to participate in his own de·
fense at the Synod of 1922 on the ground
that certain members of that Synod by their
denial of the doctrine of common grace
were disqualified from passing judgment on
his teaching. That stymied the defense.
Synod found Janssen guilty of some of the
charges alleged against him. However
much one may regret certain aspects of the
procedure in that case, the church must be
credited with unwillingness to tolerate !)o
much as the semblance of Modernism.
Janssen had alerted the church to the
presence in its ministry of deniers of the
Reformed doctrine of common grace. With·
out delay the church took action. Under
the guidance of a seminary professor the
1924 Synod drew up its famous three points
on the doctrine in question , and soon there·
after certain ministers who could not sub·
scribe to them were deposed.
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The bits of history just related - to
which could more easily be added - give
abundant evidence of a determination on
the part of the Christian Reformed Church
and its schools, particularly its seminary,
to uphold the Reformed faith.
The Matter of Scholarship
In the opinion of the writer of this piece
Calvin College and Seminary have in the
past been less insistent on scholarship than
on orthodoxy. This is not to deny that today both the college and the seminary rank
high scholastically among comparable institutions. No doubt, they do. Nor is it to
deny that outstanding scholars have served,
and are now serving, on their faculties.
Some might be named, were it not that to
do so wou1d imply proverbially odious
comparisons. The observation may be added that academic degrees are not nearly
always a reliable measure of scholarship.
This writer has sat at the feet of truly great
scholars who had neither honorary nor
earned doctorates, and he has met Doctors
of Philosophy who were incredibly stupid.
Almost anyone can by going to school long
enough acquire a doctor's degree. And,
sad to say, even at so highly regarded a
school as the Free Reformed University of
Amsterdam the requirements for the Th.D.
degree are not as rigid as they ought to be.
Calvin College is the outgrowth of "the
literary department" of "the theological
school" which came into being in 1876. It
did not become a four-year college until
1920. Thus the Christian Reformed Church
did not provide a full-Hedged liberal arts
education for its prospective ministers, or
for that matter for any of its young people,
until that late date. That is a rather disconcerting fact. In the interest of fairness
however, it must be noted that from the
very beginning the curriculum of the socaned. literary department excelled in such
solid subjects as languages and philosophy.
Professor Arthur Bestor of the University
of Illinois recently wrote two noteworthy
books entitled Educational Wastewnds
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(1953) and The Restoration of Learning
(1955). In its November 30, 1956, issue
United States News and ·World Report
published an interview with Dr. Bestor
under the title: ',Ve Are Less Well Edu·
cated than Fifty Years Ago." That noted
educator is convinced that for some de·
cades now American education by and
large has been deteriorating. His specific
objections are that it is "geared to mediocrity," that the so-called three R's: reading,
writing, and arithmetic, are not taught as
effectively as they should be, and that the
professional educators by their insistence
on "life adjustment" education and the like
have been crowding such fundamentals as
English, science, mathematics, history, and
foreign languages off the curriculum. In
consequence few young Americans are today receiving a truly broad and thorough
liberal arts education.
Bestor is right. Undeniable facts substantiate his criticism. And sad to say, the
deterioration which he observes has affected, not only the public school system
of these United States, but to some extent
also ow Christian schools. No doubt, there
are in the latter schools teachers who are
valiantly resisting the downward trend,
and our schools have not succumbed to the
extent that most public schools have; yet a
little leaven is threatening to leaven the
whole lump.
As it is, Calvin College and Seminary
find themselves in an unenviable position.
If children have learned the fundamentals
neither in grade school nor in high school,
it becomes exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, for the college to make up the
deficiency; and if it is not made up in
college, the seminary is indeed in a sorry
plight. Today Calvin College is compelled
to teach many courses on the high school
level. If the reader will permit a personal
note, the graduates of Calvin College's
pre-seminary cowse today know no more
Latin, Creek, and Cerman than the writer
knew when he graduated. from "prep"
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school, in this instance the Morgan Park
Academy of the University of Chicago, in
1903; and more than a few students at
Calvin Seminary are unable to write a
sennon without Bagrant errors of grammar
and misspellings, or to deliver a sermon
without unpardonable mispronunciations.
Obviously the college pre-seminary course
needs to be revised, and fortunately that
is being contemplated.. But that alone will
not solve the problem. One of the saddest
aspects of the present situation is that
some of our prospective teachers, on graduating from college, do not know the fundamentals as they should and consequently
are unable to teach them to their pupils.
Thus we are caught in a vicious circle.
Bestor makes the radical suggestion to extend the college course from four years to
six or seven and to use the first two or three
for making up the deficiencies of grade and
high schools. In the case of Calvin College
an extension of one year might possibly
prove sufficient.
As great a scholar as ever taught at the
school now known as Calvin College and
Seminary was Dr. Geerhardus Vas. In point
of scholarship he towered head and shoulders above his colleagues. But, having sat
at the feet of Abraham Kuyper, he was a
supralapsarian . On that account there were
those who made life unpleasant for him,
and that had a bearing on his departure for
Princeton Theological Seminary in 1893.
From the viewpoint of scholarship the dismissal, in 1922, of Dr. Janssen, who had
likewise sat at Kuyper's feet, and at Herman
Bavinck's too, was also regrettable, for he
had considerably more form al education
than d id any of his colleagues and excelled
as a pedagogue.
Will the reader bear with a bit of a
boast? This writer has been around
sufficiently to know whereof he speaks
when he asserts that Calvin Seminary ranks
high in point of scholarship among the
theolOgical schools of the North American
continent. But he is compelled to add that
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this is accounted for in no small measure
by the weakness in that respect of most
other seminaries. At this point he would
call attention to two aspects of scholarship
with reference to which there has for
some time been room for improvement at
Calvin Seminary. Not enough attention has
been pai.d to contcmporary thought. Specifically, biblical criticism has received too
scant attention, and it took our seminary
too long to wake up to the peril of BarthianiSffi. Also, generally speaking the method
of teaching has been too elementary, That
is to say, the professors have too often done
nearly all the thinking for the students and
have not stimulated their students sufficiently to productive thought. That helps
account for it that too few graduates of the
seminary aspire to the pursuit of advanced
studies, whether by themselves or in other
schools.

II. Prospect
From H er e On
"Vhen a denomination celebrates its cen·
tennial, it naturally looks backw'urd and
reviews its hi story. It should not neglect
to assess its present position and, thence
looking fonvard, to inquire into its prospect.
The Christian Reform ed Church still is
one of the most orthodox churches on the
fa ce of the globe. Are there signs that it
is weakening? That question it must face
honestly and seriously. God forbid that it
should succumb to the deadly disease of
complacency. What will become of our
church in the next hundred years? Frankly,
no one can say with certainty. The promiset hat the gates of Hades will not prevail
against the church ( Matthew 16:18) gives
complete assurance that there will be a true
church on earth to the very end of time,
but it does not guarantee the continuance
of any given denomination as a true church
of Jesus Christ. Many an erstwhile sound
ch urch has degenerated into a false church,
a synagogue of Satan. Such a fate may
(CUftI',u",l om /J/1.{I' JJ)
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Building Sound Homes
JOHN W. VISSER

W

HEN WE THINK of building a
house, we think in terms. of design
and architecture, of brick and mortar, of
wood and nails, of plumbing and lighting,
of carpeting .md furnishin gs. These are
some of the ingredients which go into the
building of a house. But, because we want
to make a hOllse a home, and a home that
is a Christian institution, there a f C some
more important ingredients involved.
The Master Builder
The reason for the d ecay of the home as
a Christian institution is that we lose sight
of the principle taught in the Holy Bible
that Jehovah God must be the Master
Builder. God is greatly interested in the
home. The first thing he made after creation is the institution of the home. H e still
wants to be the Supreme Builder, the Master Architect of the home. Man did not
invent this institution. His genius did not
hit upon this idea. Much less is it the
product of an evolutionary process in a
growing experience of man . 'W hen God
built the life of the first man and the first
woman into the first home, he was really
p erfecting the creation of man sOcially in
his divine image. The complete image is
not reached in the individual. In the complete image, Adam needed Eve, and Eve
needed Adam.

God's Helper.
The basic trouble with human beings is
that they have lost sight of the divine pattern of the home. Man has divorced the
home from its heavenly origin and atmosphere. It has been made mundane and
secular. We have lost the vertical outlook
and have narrowed it to an horizontal gaze.
Our home view disappears in the cemetery.
In our defection, instead of making the
home a patch of heaven we make it a hit
of the world. The home no longer has
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enough windows that show the heavenlies.
The poet, in Psalm 127, saw this too when
he sa id, "Except Jehovah build the house,
they labor in vain that build it." Man's
efforts are vain , if God is left out. But the
inspired poet did not say, because the Lord
builds, they labor in vain that build. But
he said , if the Lord does not b uild, they
labor in vain that build. As redeemed ones
we are called to be co- laborers. This demands spiritual consecration and cooperation in Cod's program. God must have his
way, but he must have his way through our
energetic and enthusiastic endeavor.
Some Ingredients
A solid foundation is needed . The chief
ingredient in building sound foundations
is Cod's Redemptive Program . To make
foundation material out of anything but
strong and firm concrete is foll y. In building foundati ons for Christian homes out of
any other material than Cod's saving program is even more foolish. The foundations
of pharisaical formalism, of work righteou5ness, of mere Sunday religion, will cause
the crumbling of homes into ruin. What is
needed for a sound and solid foundation is
a spiritual, personal, and sincere relationship to God in Chri st, pIllS a consciousness
tllat such a relationship must be joint, in
which father, mother and children all are
involved.
The structure of the Christian home has
for its building material a grateful response
to God, a loyal and respectful obedience to
the Lord, and a continued and earnest
prayerfulness. The home is not held to·
gether b y good meals, comfortable b eds,
adequate pay-check, or a color TV set. The
Christian home is held together b y thankfu l devotion to God, by respectful loyalty
to his law which demands that we love him
and one another. The aids of joint reading
of the Bible and of praying together are
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indispensable. The discipline of God's law
must be ever present.
The purpose of such an institution is
Kingdom building. Our homes are not
meant to b e jumping off places for gadding
about. Our homes must serve the purpose
of building lives for Chri stian service.
Danger s

There arc troubles that plahrue our homes
today. Many of these dangers come in the
form of altogether legitimate activities, but
they frequently crowd out the essential
features of a Christian home. Too often
the family altar is limited in its expression
simply because the members of the family
are too busy or because their schedule is
too tight. We have seen an increase in a c~
tivity in our churches and schools. Much
of this has been wholesome. But all too
often a competition is created between
home loyalties and activiti es and those of
the church and school projects. 'We ought
to b e enUlUsiastic about keeping b usy, es·
pecially in having sufficient opportunity for
the mental, spiritual, and social development of our children. But when activities
take parents out of the home too frequently, or when these projects are more important in our children's estimation, then
the time has come to call a halt. Each
home must have its own activities in which
only the members of that fam ily are involved. These should knit the members of
the household into a solid unit.
Besides, there is the problem of materialism. Values are distorted. Luxuries arc
thought to b e necessities, Love for the
kingly life may very well be a cancer that
is eati ng away the b asic foundations of our
homes , As parents we are inclined to measure the success of our homes upon the basis
of the beauty of the house or its location in
a neighborhood of upper-class people.
Children, like parents, begin to look down
their noses upon those who do not wear
cashmere sweaters. The abundant life frequently becomes a life where the spiritual
streams grow shallow.
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Another slippery spot on the road of
home building is the entertainment problem . That flood of entertainment which
streams into our houses seems at times to
en gulf the Christian institution of the home.
Our heroes are no longer those listed in
H ebrews 11. They have become the false
hemes of show business . The distinctiveness of the Scriptures which teaches that
there is no other name given under heaven
whereby men can be saved is shelved for
the «lone ranger" religion which teaches
Ulat there are many roads which lead to
God, The calf-worship of Jeroboam, which
taught another approach to God than the
spiritual one, led to the Baal worship of
Ah ah, which taught that there were other
gods. So too, we may expect that the emphasis today which teaches ulat there are
other ways to God than through Christ,
God's Son, wiII eventually lead to the rearing of a generation which worships othp.r
gods. Then too, the acceptance of immorality in the entertainment world, if not
curbed, will lead to that same acceptance
by the rising generation.
The number of the dangers is legion.
These serve merely as suggestions for us
to analyze our own homes, God must be
the Master Builder; we must b e His faithful
help ers. We must build homes according
to the blueprint given in his Word, This
can be done only b y being victorious, in his
grace, over the temptations that are present.

1£ the home is saved, the Church, the
school, and society arc safe. If the founda
~
tions crumble, all is lost. Let no one dare
to b e complacent at this point. Even for
many professedly Christian people the
question is no longer one of strengthening
the home. The disturbing question is rather
this: In how far have we lost Our home?
\Ve must meet such questions head-on ; we
may not dodge them, Is our home the
spiritual empire that it ought to be? Or is
our home a loose combination of a motel, a
sandwich shop, and a miniature theater':'
(C<>IIUnKe,/ ,", PO(It 11 )
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SidlU!)! Ha.rris writes a c()/umn for t/ ~ Knight Syndicate mlitled "strictly pcrsotlal." That title
holds f rw this a.rticle on parochiolis"I-.

O

VER COFFEE CUPS my friends can
get me pretty excited when they de-

fend parochialism in practice, even thOUg]l,
they say. it may be wrong in prin·

ciple. At the elementary and secondary
level we have been able to alford the luxury of free Christian schools but at the
college level, they insist, it can't be done.

The tempo of our "koffee kletzes" has
been intensified with the present interest

of all Calvinistic denominations and cultures. Internationalism is one of the characteristic features of Calvinism. Higher
education ought to reflect that in all its
richness. Inbreeding is not enriching. Dutch
Calvinism ought to be a major tributary
into this broad Calvinistic cultural stream.
4. Dr. John Kromminga, and Dr. M.
Eugene Osterhaven ( Ref. Journal, Oct. '55,
Dec. '56) have written about our failure to
communicate to the American world. It
was said that our Christian school system,
as we implement it, is a barrier to this
communication. If we are to communicate
our Calvinistic heritage to the American
world, one way to do it is to make our
higher education a rallying point for all
American Calvinists. We need a college that
will do for American Calvinism what colleges like Wheaton and Westrnont do for
American fundam entalism. Such a college
ought to grow into a university. The Christian Reformed Church should probably
give leadership in this matter much as
the United States leads in the promotion
and preservation of democracy. The church
does not need to take full responsibility for
the establishment and maintenance of such
a college.

in Calvin College's expansion program.
Quite obviously if it is not practical now to
set Calvin free, in the future it will be still
more impractical as complications of administration multiply with growth. Dordt
College supporters struggle with the same
problem. As of now they have a sort of
compromise between the principle of a
parochial school and a free Christian school.
In this article I will not discuss whether
there are biblical grounds for a church to
train professional people. Let me just briefly
summarize some of the arguments for the
practicality of a free Christian school at the
level of higher education.
1. What is sound in principle must in
the long run be sound in practice. What is
wrong in principle must in the long run
prove fatal in practice.
5. A church-owned educational institu·
2. As long as we are not convinced that
education is the first business of the in- tion equates one's loyalty to the church
stitutional church, a school will always be with his loyalty to the school. If the school
a stepchild. We deal with i~ as a second- promotes error a person has to step out of
ary fun ction and it's too important for that. the church in order to withhold support. It
In my opinion (and that's all it is) Calvin is something like a country carrying on an
College could have been a university today unrighteous war and yet its citizens must
if this eaglet had been tossed out of its nest support it. The ecclesiastical quota puts a
thirty or more years ago. As a parallel to church member in the same Wlcomfortable
this I think it will remain a fled gling for position.
many, many years if it remains parochial.
6. Orthodoxyl How are you going to
3. A Calvinistic college and a Calvin- keep higher education free from heresy? I
istic university ought to be a cross section know of no fool.proof method. HistOrically,
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church-controlled colleges have not made stitute, Elim Christian School, and our inan impressive record for maintaining the stitutions of mercy that are not parochial
purity of the faith. Even church-controlled and operate with apparent success.
Now that I have somewhat summarized
seminaries have left the foundations upon
which they were established. Free Chris- the things we have discussed and touched
tian schools (free from state or church) on some of the things that have been writyou can stop supporting with the least in- ten, I am reminded of a conversation of
convenience. A church or an individual can many years ago. A minister of many winfor whom I have a great deal of
without red tape, withhold support from ters~
anyone of our Christian schools. This, I respect and who possessed a great deal of
think, is as good a deterrent as ecclesiastical common sense, once cut short my meekly
attempted defense by saying that it was
control.
7. In our next hundred years we will, foolish to talk about Calvin College ever
D.V., establish other colleges in our coun- being separated hom the churcll. No doubt
try. These will have to go parochial if he expressed the sentiment of many. But I
Calvin stays parochial. No doubt first have been reared in the tradition of free
junior colleges will develop. We already Christian schools. Besides for two decades
feel how difficult it is to have a junior I have been privileged to work in this tradi·
college not parochial and Calvin College tion and promote it. I can't let go so easily.
parochial. The problems arise as to what My prayer is that the instituted church may
to do with denominational quotas for concentrate on its unique mission, unhigher education. Setting Calvin free would hampered and unburdened by responsibilpave the way for the unfettered develop- ities not its own. Then may we as subjects
men t of colleges in the East and the West, of the King work mightily under the guidin the North and the South. These various ance and inspiration of that church to bring
colleges could become raUying points for our whole culture to the foot of the cross.
all American Calvinists.
8. Wouldn't the separation of Calvin
BUILDING SOUND HOMES
(co>lt ......,d f~om
,,"ge 9)
College mean sudden death to the college?
What would happen to our professors? Let each parent take a little time for an
When my friends come with this argument honest evaluation of his home. Many will
I tremble a bit because actually I don't get on their knees and pray for pardon of
know what would happen. I hope the their slothfulness and blindness, and for
synodical study committee will come up new strength and determination to do a
with something that will insure a safe and better building job.
sane transition in the manner of control
and support. This should possibly be effected progressively over a long period of
N ext il~ tire PILLA RS seriesyears. There ,viti certainly be a calculated
CONFESSING A
risk. A turtle can only make progress by
HOLY CATHOLIC CHURCH
sticking out its neck. He may get his head
by
chopped off. That's the calculated risk. But
NICHOLAS J. MONSMA
he won't move a step forward without
You'll want to read this article on the
sticking it out. H e'll die in his protective
Christian Reformed Church in its
relntions to other churches.
shell by keeping his head under cover. I
don't see how we are going to make progress without sticking out our neck. The
NOTICE
"C"ntenni,,1 Ch innen," in my article "ppeari ng in the
alternative doesn't look inviting either.
Febraary iUlle does not refer to f d low. ministcn beading
t~
l.
We can point to the Reformed Bible In- denominational centennial con'mit
JbllllY R. V ..... TIL
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you have d iscovered that torch and trumpet is a magazine with a distinctive message. We believe you have found that torch and trll1l11JrJl
seeks to speak pJainly in the lan guage of the Heformed Faith, and seeks
to do so vigorously.

you will not want to do without this disti nctive witness in this day when
the church of Christ must stand loyal and true to her calling as the
"pillar and ground of the truth."

we shall address even more directly and vigorously to the p roblems that
confront the Reformed community. The testimony of the Heformed
Faith must be strengthened, not weakened.
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CALVIN COLLEGE AND SEMINAR'Y
(Collti""cd from pog, 7)

overtake the Christian Reformed Church.
Nay, it may be said unhesitatingly that
precisely that is bound to occur unless the
Christian Reformed Church strives to retain
its soundness. And it is the sacred duty of
Calvin College and Seminary to take an
active part, even to p laya leading role, in
that striving. They can do so by vigorously
promoting Christian learning. Some eight
suggestions - admittedly overlapping rtt
times - as to the effective performance of
that task follow.
As to Scholarship
As was already painted out, the standard of scholarship at Calvin College and
Seminary needs to be raised. One suggestion made to that end was that the college
course be extended from four years to five.
Now let it b e said that the seminary course
should by all mcans be extended from
three years to four. Not only would that
make room in the curriculum for subjects
that are not taught at present; it would also
make possible some specialization by students, as well as more advanced methods
of teaching; for instance, by way of seminars and research. In recent decades
schools of medicine, d entistry, law, engineering, in short professional schools
general1y, have greatly lengthened their
courses. It is more than time that theological schools should follow suit.
A few additional notes on the matter of
scholarship may well be in order.
The remark is sometimes made that a
given p erson because of the trees cannot
see the woods, and there are also said to be
persons who because of the woods cannot see the trees. Some there are who
have accurate knowledge of almost countless details but seem blind to the grand
picture in which those details blend.
Others are determined to generalize with
little nor no knowledge of particulars. Both
fall short of true scholarship. A scholar
sees both the individual trees and the
woods as a whole. In terms of Christianity,
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he knows numerous facts and realizes that
all facts add up to a revelation of the divine
Cr eator.
Humility is essentia l to true scholarship,
and the Christian scholar is sure to excd
in that virtue. However much a scholar
may know, he is keen ly aware how little
he knows. Therefore h e is ever eager to
learn from others. A scholarly professor
willingly learns from his students, a scholarly pastor from his parishioners. When
the great Abraham Kuyper was serving his
Hrst charge, an unschooled woman took
him to task for his theological liberalism.
Christian scholar that he was, he gavc
heed. May the memhers of our college and
seminary facuJties never regard themselves
as intellectual aristocrats occupying an
ivory tower far beyond criticism by the
laity. And may our shldents be kept from
acting superior as they acquire a little
learning, which is a dangerous thing.
As to Distinctiveness
In recent years Calvin College and Seminary h ave grown apace. The seminary
has a student body of a hundred and
twen'ty-five and a faculty of eleven; the
college now has an enrollment of more
than seventeen hundred and a teaching
,st.:'lH of more than seventy. Looking back,
one is reminded of the saying that from
little acorns great oak trees grow. And here
is cause for gratitude to God. However, it
can hardly b e denied that such growth entails no small peril. The danger is very
real that undue emphasis will be placed
on what the world counts greatness, that
our schools will ape the big universities in
the hope of gaining their plaudits, that externals will be stressed at the expense of
distinctiveness. If that should come to pass,
it would constitute a calamity of the first
magnitude. For it would simply mean that
Calvin College and Seminary were lOSing
their reason for existence.
Calvin College is not just another col·
lege, but a Christian college. Calvin Seminary is not just another seminary, but an
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orthodox seminary. More specifically, they
arc Calvinistic institutions. And Calvinism
is not merely one brand of Christianity on
a par with other brands. It is Christianity
in its most consistent fann. Such is the
distinctiveness of Calvin College and Seminary, and that distinctiveness constitutes
their reason for existence. While there is
no danger whatever that they will lose their
distinctiveness oyer night, the danger is
anything but imaginary that they will lose
it gradually, little by little. In the measure
in which they surrender their Calvinistic
character, in that very measure their reason
for existence will vanish away.
As to Integration

I
I

When Robert M. Hutchins was president
of the University of Chicago, he rightly insisted on integration of the instruction
given in that institution. But he encountered strong opposition from many
members of his faculty and, sad to say, h e
himself was at a loss to propose a satisfactory principle of integration. Harvard
UniverSity, the oldest institution of higher
education in these United States, gave
beautiful expression to its principle of integration when, in 1642, it adopted the
rule: "Let every student be plainly instructed, and earnestly pressed to consider
well, the main end of his life and studies
is, to know God and Jesus Christ, which is
eternal life, John 17:3, and therefore to lay
Christ in the bottom, as the only foundation of all sound knowled ge and learning."
Calvin College and Seminary too have an
infallible principle of integration. It is the
Word of God , inscrlpturated and personal
And it is a matter of nothing short of
supreme importance that they take that
principle seriously.
It is sometimes said that a seminary
should teach nothing but the Bible, but
that statement can hardly stand. The
courses in Apolegetics, for instance, must
needs deal with false philosophies, and the
courses in Church History of necessity
present a mass of extra-biblical material.
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But it is obviously true that aU that is
taught in a seminary must be integrated
with the Word of Cod. Human philosophies
must be judged by the Bible. Every movement in the history of the church must be
evaluated in the light of Holy Scripture.
In Dogmatics the ultimate question is not
what was taught by Augustine, Calvin,
Charles Hodge, or Herman Bavinck, nor
even what is taught by the best creeds of
Christendom, but what says the infallible
Word. Also in the field of Practical Theology only the "Vord is normative, not the
traditions and usages of the soundest of
churches.
No more important task confronts Calvin
College than the integration of general
revelation with special. That task is as difficult as it is comprehensive. In this regard
the goal of perfection has, of course, not
been reached. For that matter, it never
will be. But he who does not strive persistently toward that end has no business
teaching at Calvin College. Not a single
subject may be taught as it is wont to be
taught at a state university. Christianity
must permeate all the instruction. The
objective standard of the good, the true,
and the beautiful - all three - as presented
by God's self-revelation in the Bible must
ever be upheld.
A s to Orthodoxy

HistOlic Christian doctrine has fallen on
evil days. Not only is it being denied
blatantly by many, but many more have
relegated it to the limbus of the obsolete.
Doctrinal indifference is rampant and
middle-of-the-roadism in doctrinal debate
is popular. If Calvin College and Seminary
are to continue to serve the Christian Reformed Church as pillars, they will have to
remain orthodox not only, but they wi1l
have to be so insistent on sound doctrine
as to constitute bulwarks of orthodoxy.
Basic to all Christian doctrine is the doctrine of the Bible as the Word of God.
The older modernism rejects it boldly. Of
late it is being subjected to a much more
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insidious attack. In his monumental Kirch·
liche Dogmalik Karl Barth appeals con·
stantly to the Bible as the Word of God.
and yet he is far from identifying the Bible
with the Word of God as did the sixteenthcentury reformers. He and the other dia·
Iectical theologians find. as do the higher
critics, both mistakes and myths in the
Bible. T hey denounce as extremely inaccurate the doctrinal position taken by the
Evan gelical Theological Society, "The
Bible alone, and the Bible in its entirety,
is the Word of God written, and therefore
inerrant in the autographs." Let no one
think that the Chr istian Reformed Church
and its schools are immune to Barthianism.
There are indications that the Reformed
Churches of the Netherlands have become
infected by it. What is happening there
may happen here.
At times one can hardly help wondering
whether Calvin College and Seminary are
as insistent on orthodoxy as they should be.
Are not ethics often stressed to the detri·
ment of doctrine? Is not zeal for sound
doctrine every once in a while denounced
as "heresyhunting"? Some, it would seem,
are so "fed up" with doctrinal controversy
as to be willing to forego a little truth in
the interest of peace. And it may safely
be set down that doctrinal sensitiveness
and discemment are not nearly as evident
among our students as they ought to be.
Such facts bode no good for the Christian
Reformed Church.
As to Godliness

•

There exists the closest relationship between orthodoxy and godliness. Jesus said:
"Ye shall know the truth, and the truth
shall make you free" (John 8:32). He was
referring to freedom from sin. Knowledge
of the truth is basic to goodness. It follows
that Calvin Col1ege and Seminary can contribute immeasurably to the godliness of
their students, and through them of our
Christian Reformed people, by the inculca·
tion of orthodoxy. Contrariwise, to rus
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parage orthodoxy is to undermine both
tru th and goodness.
That the peril of orthodoxism, or dead
orthodoxy, is ever with us may not be
denied. Therefore it must be emphasized,
n ot only that truth is basic to goodness, but
also that goodness is the touchstone of
truth. The founders of the undivided Pres·
byterlan Church in the United States of
America were right when, in 1788, they
unanimously declared: "That truth is in
order to goodness; and the great touch·
stone of truth, its tendency to promote holiness."
What the bones are to the human body,
that sound doctrine is to Christianity. On
the one hand, a body without bones certainly is not worthy of its name. On the
other hand, bones alone constitu te only a
skeleton, not a body.
At the very Ileart of tIle Refo rmed faith
lies the doctrine of salvation by sovereign
grace. According to that doctrine men are
saved, not by works, but by faith . But
Scripture nowhere teaches that men are
saved by a faith that does not work. Quite
to the contrary, it insists that salvation is
only b y a living faith which works through
love (Galatians 5:6 ).
The basic principle of Calvinism is the
sovereignty of God. Human responsibiJity
is its corollary. Men are responsible to God
because he is sovereign. Precisely because
the Calvinist is wont to stress divine sover·
eignty so very strongly, he should stress
human responsibility no less strongly. In
other words, God's sovereignty comes to
expression not only in his eternal counsel
of foreordination, but in his command·
ments as well. And this is the sum of his
commandments: that we should love tlle
Lord our God with all our heart, soul,
mind, and strength, and our neighbors,
enemies included, as ourselves.
As to Leadership

Throughout the centuries the H ead of
the church, at the right hand of God, has
kept his promise to lead the church into
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the truth by the Spirit of truth (John 16:
13). Hence there runs through the church's
history a line of orthodoxy. To that line
the church should by all means adhere. In
this sense it must be conservative. It is
also a fact that the Spirit of truth has lcd,
and continues to lead, the church progressively into the truth . Therefore it must b e
progressive as well as conservative. With
that in mind our Reformed fath ers taught
us that a Reformed church ever continues
in need of refonnation. Said they: "Ecclesia refonnata est refonn anda."
It is a solemn duty of the fa cuIties of
Calvin College and Seminary to give leadership to the Christian Reformed Church
as it travels the road of progress. The question arises how that duty is to be performed.
In tOOay's educational circles much goes
under the name of progress which is quite
unworthy of that name. For instance, a
great many schools that were built upon
the infallible ,.yard of God have in course
of time abandoned that "Vord. Aforenamed
Harvard is but one example. They have
destroyed their own foundation and,
strange to say, they call that "progress."
May God withhold such "progress" from
Calvin College and Seminary.
Teachers at Calvin College and Seminary are obliged to sign a so-called Formula of Subscription, in which they declare
their agreement with the Forms of Unity:
the Belgic Confession, the Heidelberg
Catechism and the Canons of Dordt, and
promise to adhere to these doctrinal standards of the Christian Reformed Church in
their teaching. The question is often asked
whether that requirement does not rule
out, or at least greatly restrict, progress.
Two observations must here be made. The
first is that the Forms of Unity are not infa llible, as is Holy Scripture, and therefore
are subject to amendment properly proposed. The second is that the Forms of
Unity do not nearly exhaust special revelation and do not begin to e.xhaust general
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revelation , for which reason new things as
well as old may, and must, be brought
forth from both .
Churches have a way of accumulating
man-made traditions, and when such traditions have become well established, it is
not at all unusual for churches to deem
them as binding as is the Word of God.
Then traditions stille progress. Rome is by
no means the only church which has fallen
into that error. Likely it is fou nd to some
degree in every Protestant communion as
well . G1.ivin College and Seminary must
proclaim aloud that no human tradition, no
matter how ancient and even noble, may be
equated with the Word of God. T he Protestant principle that God alone is Lord of
the conscience must ever be upheld. Article
XXXII of the Belgic Confession must be
stressed, particularly the assertion: ","Ve
reject all human inventions, and all laws
which man would introduce in to the worship of God, thereby to bind and compel
th e conscience in any manner whatever."
As to Contemporaneity

For many reasons the instruction given
at Calvin College and Seminary ought to
excel in contemporaneity. A few may be
named.
It is requisite for scholarship. A scholar
is an authority on some subject. In order
to qualify as an authority he must know
what others have said on that subject. And
he must know, not only what was said
yester-year, but also what was said yesterday.
That we are living in the middle of the
twentieth century is no accident. Divine
providence has brought it to pass . Obviously, God wants us to live, not in isolation from our surroundings after the manner of hennits and stylites, but in fu ll
awareness of the times. Our schools must
aid our people in doing that.
Christ's church is in the world, although
assuredly not of it. And it has no business
trying to get out of it, for it has a duty to
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15 IT WORTH READING?

lOOK R£VIEW 'EDITOR:
PROF. H. R. VAN TIL

63 JEffEltSON AVE.. $ . E.

GRAND tA'IOS 2, MICH IGAN

ing to see how the author openly asks the
question whether the historic creeds on
{W ... , B. Eerdmans Publi shing C.... Grand Rapid. , Mich . 19S!i)
general revelation must be rejected or re ~
lhere is no more significant question in vised in order to bring them up to date,
the whole of theology and in the whole of and the way in which he answers the mohuman life than that of the nature and dern critics on this matter. In a most
reality of revelation" (p. 17 ). Thus does scholarly fashion the author d eals with the
Professor Berkouwer close his opening various modern theologians, first presenting
chapter in this volume entitled General their own views fully and in detail , and
Revelation, the fifth of a series of 19 mono- then with d eftn ess pointing out the weakgraphs in the field of Dogmatics to be nesses of their views. On several occasions
published in English. Though the fifth to he shows that the modem critic (such as
be printed, this volume belongs as the first Barth, Brunner or Bultmann ) of the historic
of the series, since it is dealing with the Reformed standards has not understood
foundational question in theology, namely, those standards properly, and that his
"revelation,"
basic theology is contrary to the Refonned
Professor Berkouwer's treatment is not fa ith.
It is interesting to note the way in
that of the traditional theolOgical method,
though he is one who seeks to stand in the which Berkouwer deals with the ruling
stream of the historic Heformed faith. The motif of Barth as it relates to general
relevance of his work is seen in the fact revelation. Barth attacks the idea of a
that his treatment is not merely a repe.'lting general revelation because of the extreme
of earlier Reformed statements. It is rather Christocentric nature of his theology. "All
a dealing with the problem in the light of will certainly agree that Barth's rejection of
the modern theological situation. U1tim
a t e~
natural theology is motivated by his co n~
ly in this treatment he shows that the ception of God's revelation in Christ as the
historic Reformed. position of Calvin and un ique and exclusive revelation in the
of the Reformed standards is the Biblical world" ( p. 22). "The Old Testament is not
position and that it still stands as the best itself revelation, but is pointed toward the
statement of the doctrine of general rev
l a~
revelation" ( p . 24). "Even the Bible is not
tion. The very fact that there have been itself revelation, but only a sign of reveld.so many argwnents raised in recent times tion" ( p. 23 ) . "Jesus Christ is revelation,
about these issues which call forth such an alone and excluSively" (p. 24),
able defense of the historic faith as
On the basis of this view, there can be
this of Professor Berkouwer indicates to no such thing as general revelation, and so
Barth would reject the historic confessions
us the relevance of the historic Re~
formed Faith for our day. All too often of the Reformed Faith w hich speak of
we hear the idea expressed that the classic general revelation. Berkouwer points out
Reformed faith is "dead" or "stagnant" and quite adequately the error of Barth in
"not dynamic.'" Berkouwer in his up to date iden tifying natural theology and general
and pointed treahnent of the contemporary revelation as the same. Further he points
theological speculations should answer out, and we think this is of special imsuch charges as they are hurled against portance to the Christocentric Fundamentalist of today, that the whole view of Barth
the historic faith. It is especially r efr s
h~
General Revelation
c. BERI(OUWER

G.
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is due to this unnatural ChristoJogical bias.
"He sees the entire q uestion of revelation
Christologically, and does not take into
account the rupture which became visible
in history from paradise to the fall, upon
which Calvin's conception of the inexcusableness of man wholly rests.
. . This
'inexcusableness' is not related to an original revelation in creation but to the cross of
Christ alone" ( p. 32). Perhaps Berkouwer
does not bring out sufficiently the danger
that modern Fundamentalism has of falling
into the Barthian camp, just because of the
sentiment attached to being Christocentric.
It does seem to this reviewer that Barth's
weakness regarding general revelation,
which Berkouwer so d early points ou t, is
d ue to the imposing of an unnatural
Christocentric bias upon all his theology.
The true Reformed position is not first of
all Christocentric, but rather Theocentric.
Granted, this involves a properly Christocentric position, but it should not lead
to a displacement of all else by the
Christological. Barth's rejection of the Bible
as revelation and of general revelation itself
shows the error that this unbalanced type
of theology can cause.
Berkouwer shows his true Reformed position in his complete subjection to the Word.
"Only one who truly bows to the Word <)f
God will be able to find his way through
the underbrush of these discussions and to
speak responsibly concerning the revelation
of God" ( p. 16). Or again toward the end
of the volume he says: "As has been mentioned earlier, the point of departure must
be the fa ct that aU our knowledge concerning general revelation is based upon, indeed, must be based upon, the Holy Scriptures" ( p. 285) . It is, then, on the basis of
the Bible that he answers the question
raised by Barth as to whether revelation is
to be found exclusively in Christ. After dealing carefull y with the exegetical problems
of the "once for all" of Hebrews and the
first verse of that book, he concludes: "If
we but avoid misunderstanding we might
say that Scripture does not in the Christo-
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monistic sense consider God's revelation
Christocentric, h ut trinitarian" ( p . 108 ).
It is certainly true that the revelation of
Christ is exclusive in regard to salvation.
He is the Door, the Way, the Truth and the
Life, and thus we should not get lost in the
"generality" of revelation. There must be
a true and proper balance in our concept
of the exclusiveness of Christ, and yet recognition that there is such a thing as
general revelation. The latter should never
lead us to tllink of natural theology that
is in any way sufficient without Christ.
Ultimately as Berkouwer points out: "... in
the most profound sense, no true knowledge of the revelation of God in the works
of his hands is obtainable without faith in
Christ." It is "not a question of our knowledge of nature as such, but rather of our
lmowIedge of God's self-revelation" ( p.
285). General revelation is recognized by
Berkouwer as sufficient to leave men without excuse, but insufficient to brin g men to
salvation. The failure of man to recognize
in God's works his power and divinity is
due to his guilt. "Man who is out of communion with God faces this revelation
blindly" (p. 313). It is only as we come to
know Chri st, and trust in him by faith
as the door, the way, the truth and the life,
that we come to see the truth of God's
revelation of himself in the works of creation and providence.
We see in this volume of Berkouwer a
most worthwhile treahnent of general revelation for our day and age, in which the
historic faith is reaffirmed and defended
against the modern attacks of the «neoorthodoxy" or "new modernism." He shows
a thorough knowledge of contemporary
theological writing. The work is deSigned
to be of interest to the layman as well as
the trained theolOgian. The very fact that
Professor Berkouwer does present so many
of the modern views may cause the average
layman some discouragement in seeking to
find Berkouwer's own view. We think it
certainly worth the effort of reading if one
would truly be infonned of the modem
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situation regarding general revelation and
the answer of the historic Reformed faith
- MOnTON H. S }'1 JTH
to its critics.
Belhaven College

Jackson, Miss.
IS IT REALLY POSSIBLE?
(CoKf.....td fr<>m pogt J)

two passages in particular which to him
make his conclusion certain. He further
points out that only in this way can the
genuine freedom of Adam not to sin be
maintained.
Thus God does not foreordain certain
events to take place; he only foreordains
the possibility of their taking place. When
our Lord Jesus went into the garden of
Gethsemane to pray and said, "Father if
thou be willing, remove this cup from me."
it meant that God had not unalterably
predetennined the death of Christ upon
the cross, but only the possibility that
Christ might die on the cross. There wus
a real possibility that the cup could be
removed from him and that he would not
have to die for the sins of men. And there
was also according to Daane's interpretation a real possibility that the rulers " f
this world who cruciRed the Lord of glory,
might not have done so. If only they had
known who he wasl God had not determined that this mystery should be withheld from them. He only determined the
possibli ty of it ~ being withheld.
It would seem then that it is also true
that God has only decreed the possibility
of the elect's being saved, and that in his
counsel there is also the possibility that the
elect might be lost. Then too one would
expect that in the counsel of God there is
also the possibility that the reprobate might
be saved. Surely this is the Reformed faith
speaking in an unknown tongue. But such
a result is to be expected when the infinity
of God is compressed by the mold of
human reason.
AU of which leads us to ask: Is God the
ultimate power which enables any event to
take place? Does God really operate in the
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realm of time and history? ]s the divine
energy engaged in upholding, governing
and guiding the destiny of the universe?
Is God's sovereign power at work ruling
and overruling the affairs of men and na·
tions, ordering them to the praise of his
glory and the good of his church? If
Daane's view of unactualized possibilities
in the counsel of God is correct, then we
must give an unhesitating NO to all these
questions. If events are really equally possible or impossible, if they are absolutely
uncertain , then of course history is but the
outworking of man's ungoverned and ungovernable whims. Anything can and probably will happen, for Mother Chance can
produce strange offspring - even a saved
reprobate!
We may well ask ourselves, How does
God act with respect to the possibility in
hi s counsel? He could engage his energy
equally in favor of all possibilities, good
ones and evil ones. But Daane would not
want this, for it would be equal ultimacy
with a vengeance. Or, God could differentiate between the possibilities and decide
to act in favor of some and not in favor
of others. God would then have to act
either in accord with a pure, blind caprice,
in which case he would become an utter
monstrosity ; or he would have to act in
accord with an all-wise choice. But such an
intelligent chOOSing would necessarily in·
valve his predetermination of what is really
possible, since only that can be realized
which is supported and governed by his
divine power. But this is also what Daane
d oes not want. One other path is open.
God can separate himself from the realization of aU possibilities so that there is noth·
ing left of providence whatsoever. This it
would seem is the path Daane must choose
if he wants to be consistent with his main
proposition. His only consistent procedure
is to remove God's influence completely
from the realization of any of the "divinely
ordained" possibilities.
Daane's dilemma seems to stem in part,
at least, from an unwarranted definition of
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"equal ultimacy." Daane holds that equal
ultimacy means that God is equally interested in the damnation of the reprobate
and in the salvation of the elect, that he
wills in the self-same manner reprobation
and election. Historically, Calvinists have

not been so presumptuous as to seek to
penetrate the unfathomable depths of the
divine mind in order to determine the
priority of the divine interest in bringing
to pass any particular portion of the divine
decree. They have usually maintained a
discreet silence with respect to this interest.
They have on occasion spoken of "permission" with respect to sin, and yet even here
navinck, Cunningham and others, to say
nothing of the Westminster Confession of
Faith, realize that oare permission" is not
the answer with respect to the presence of
reprobation, sin and damnation. Daane's
d eSnition is not warranted either by Reformed writing or practice. Equal u1timacy
in Reformed circles means and has always
meant that reprobation, sin and damnation
are equally certain with election, righteousness and salvation, and that this certainty like all other certainty is ultimately
to be found only in God's immutable counsel. Daane will not have God's counsel to
be the ultimate source of certainty. In fa ct
it would seem that for Daane there can be
no certainty. If the counsel of God had
not determined that the cup would not pass
form the lips of Jesus Christ, then there
never could have been any certainty that
he would one day appear on the stage of
history to give his life a ransom for many,
to become the only mediator between God
and man. Then he was not "delivered up
according to the determinate counsel and
foreknowledge of God," as Scripture deelares.
Thus it becomes exceedingly difficult to
understand how Daane with his view of
real but unactualized possibilities in the
counsel of God can do justice to the sovereignty of God. That sovereignty has been
destroyed both with respect to the eternal
counsel and with respect to providence.
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Having a false conception of equal ultimacy Daane proceeds to rid Reformed
theology of this false conception by the
introduction of a radical disjwlCtion between the divine counsel and divine providence; a disjunction so radical that it Is
absolutely destructive of both the divine
counsel and providence. One can but sympathize with Daane's struggling with the
problem of the relation of divine sovereignty to human action. The selfconscious
Calvinist doesn't exist who has not struggled with that problem. But Daane has
given us a faulty formulation of the problem by the introduction of a faulty notion
of equa l ultimacy. Then, in order to solve
the faulty formulation of the problem he
has presented a solution which is far worse
than the faulty notion of equal ultimacy
which he has introduced into the problem.
In this first article we have tried to show
that Daane's solution is untenable purely
on the ground of reason. In a future article
we hope to show how his position is out of
accord not only with our confessions but
with the genera] teaching of Scripture as
well.
CALVIN COLLEGE AND SEMINARY
(C,"l

i ",~d
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perform in and by the world. It is the salt
of the earth and the light of the world
(Matthew 5:13, 14). But it can hardly
operate efficiently in those capacities if it is
ignorant of the world. In order to act
pertinently as a preservative, it must be
conscious of the rot in the world. And how
can a church properly shed abroad the light
of the gospel if it is ignorant of the dark
areas of the earth, or for that matter of
the city?
lndisputably, there is much good outside
the Christian Reformed Church. Some of it
is the fruit of God's saving grace, much of
it is the product of his common grace. It
is no less clear that evil abounds outside
the Christian Reformed Church. Calvin
College and Seminary must help our people
profit by the good and shun the evil.
To be specific, our age is characterized
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by the ascendance of missions, ecumenism,
the dialectical theology, statism, and organized labor. Let no one think that the movements just named are unrelated to one
another. Together they constihlte a pattern,
and that pattern impinges on every church,
om s included. That fact gives ri se to certain quest ions. Did Calvin College and
Seminary arouse the Chri stian Reformed
Church to its present commendable zeal
for missions, or did the church compel its
schools to take serious note of mission s?
Is it not high time that our theologians
should maka clear to our people what arc
the Scriptural principles which must guide
them in their relations with other churches,
and how those principles are to be applied
in the existing situation ? Are our schools
doing their utmost, with du e appreciation
of wh3tever clements of truth m3Y be
found in the dialectical theology, to fortify
the church against its utterly ruinous errors?
Do our leaders stress sufficiently the Scriptural truths that the individual, the fami ly,
the church, and the state are sovereign,
each in its own sphere, and that the individual, the family, and the church derive
their sovereignty, not from the state, but
from God? Are Calvin College and Seminary as insistent as they ought to be on
the complete comprehensiveness of Christ's
mediatorial kingship?
How clear that contemporaneity is essential to leadershipl
As to Militancy
It is commonly said that the church on

earth is militant, the church in heaven triumphant. That statement is too simple to
be precise . The church on earth shares in
the victory of its triumphant Head. And it
can hardly be denied that "the souls of
them that were slain for the Word of God"
sounded a militant note when John heard
them cry with a loud voice from under the
altar: "How long, 0 Master, the holy and
true, dost thou not judge and avenge ow
blood on them that dwell on the earth?"
(Revelation 6,9, 10).
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Beyond all doubt, we are now in the
militant church. Not only is the seed of the
serpent at enmity with that of the woman, the woman's seed is at enmity with
that of the serpent. The Christian's laudable determination to love both fri end and
foe in all his strife in no way alters that
fact. It must be so. Militancy is of the
essence of the church on earth. 'W hen a
church ceases combating God's enemies, it
capitu lates to the foe and forfeits every just
claim to the Dume church.
Today, if ever, it behooves Christ's
church to contend earnestly for the faith
once for all delivered to the saints ( Jude:3).
The enemy is both without the gate and
within. Sometimes he manifests himself as
a roming lion, more frequently perhaps he
appears as an angel of li ght. Among the
religiOUS leaders of our times are "false
apostles, deceitful workers, fashionin g themselves into apostles of Christ" ( II Corin thians 11:13 ) . Never has it been more
needful for God's people to "prove the
spirits whetller they are of God" ( I John
4:1). Lest the very elect be led astray,
every 'minister of the gospel must warn the
people committed to his care against
wolves in sheep's clothing that would devour the flock. And a school which prepares men for the gospel ministry is under
solemn obligati on to fit them for that part
of their task. To that end the mere refuta tion of error will not suffice; truth must be
set forth in contrast with error.
~Hlit
ancy
is the price which a church
must pay for its continuance as a true
church. To be sure, even though the school
which trains the future leaders of a given
church should desist from militancy, the
sovereign and almighty God could keep
that church militant and true. Whether he
would, no human being can say. But certain it is that such a school would no longer
qualify as a pillar of that church. May God
forbid that that verdict should ever become app1icable to Calvin College and
Seminary.
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